Leaving a Legac y

Aloha,
It takes a noble person to plant a tree that will provide shade for people he or she may
never meet. This is what it means to leave a legacy.
Last year, my wife Claire and I had the honor of giving the commencement address to the
University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
Class of 2012 and spoke of all of our responsibility to leave
legacies. We reflected on how our own college experiences provided the foundation and
direction for our lives, and how others had supported our journey.
We enjoyed our educational opportunities because years before, persons very much like
yourself and other generous donors to the University of Hawai‘i envisioned the future and
left legacies. The University of Hawai‘i of today represents the layers of many generations;
we see their vision around us in the buildings, programs, and opportunities that began as
mere ideas, wishes for something better.
One outstanding example that resonates with Claire and me as Native Hawaiians, is the
enrollment of Native Hawaiian students at the University of Hawai‘i. Just a few generations
ago, Native Hawaiian students were a small minority. Thanks to decades of financial and
academic support, Native Hawaiians now make up one fourth of the University of Hawai‘i’s
student population. This kind of achievement is remarkable and is to be applauded.
Looking ahead, we appreciate your planting of the humble seed that will someday grow
into a great tree, bringing even greater opportunities in years to come. We thank you for
leaving a legacy for our University, our Hawai‘i and our future.
Mahalo Nui,
J. Kūhiō Asam, M.D.
Chair, University of Hawai‘i Foundation, Board of Trustees

Cover photo and image above courtesy of ‘Imiloa Astronomy Center’s ‘Aukai ‘Imiloa youth program.
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Light of Knowledge

Inspired by Innovation

Aloha,

Aloha,

Last year, we unveiled the new University of Hawai‘i Foundation logo. The stylized torch
symbolizes our mission to uphold the University of Hawai‘i’s light of knowledge, and to
unite donors with the University’s aspirations with integrity, accountability and trust.

America’s universities play a vital role in the prosperity, security and advancement of our
nation. To continue at the forefront of research and development requires vigorous public
and private partnerships to address subjects that are of great concern in the 21st century.

Looking ahead, donors to our University are indeed lighting the way. This past fiscal year,
we saw many gifts that build on donors’ strong passion for their chosen fields. Generous
scholarships in the areas of food service, medicine, nursing, travel industry, athletics and
accounting are enabling promising students to follow in the footsteps of their benefactors.

The University of Hawai‘i is uniquely positioned to address national issues such as
sustainability, agricultural advancement and health sciences including diabetes and obesity
in native populations. Our recognition as an international leader in earth and ocean sciences
and astronomy affords the University of Hawai‘i considerable opportunities to shine the light
on new and important discoveries.

In recognition that the passion for learning begins in childhood, forward-thinking donors
are helping the ʻImiloa Astronomy Center of Hawai‘i and UH Hilo inspire youth throughout
the Big Island and the state. By fostering their sense of wonder and appreciation for science
and culture, we are helping build the pipeline of future successful UH graduates.
As Hawai‘i and the world face world-wide issues, donors to the University of Hawai‘i are
challenging the next generation to seek cures for cancer, address issues of ethics and social
justice, and increase the knowledge of ocean science and land conservation.

Strategic public-private partnerships are helping UH build on areas of research excellence
and nurture innovation, while preparing our graduates for meaningful careers in an
increasingly competitive, global environment.
As Hawai‘i’s public university, we are proud of our accomplishments, excited about our
potential for the future and grateful for your support.
Mahalo,

These gifts are just the flicker of the flame that is illuminating the path for Our University,
Our Hawai‘i and Our future.

Dr. M.R.C. Greenwood
President, University of Hawai‘i System

Mahalo,
Donna Vuchinich
President & CEO, University of Hawai‘i Foundation
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THE ECONOMIC CHALLENGES OF THE PAST FEW YEARS HAVE NOT

dampened the resolve of Hawai‘i’s college students, nor weakened
the will of their supporters. Committed to the University of Hawai‘i’s
role in higher education, generous benefactors have helped make it
possible for promising students to pursue their passions, regardless
of financial circumstances.

In 1997, Evelyn Siu Foo established the first family scholarship at the
University of Hawai‘i. Touched by the effect of their scholarship, the
family has funded three more. In this report, we include an interview
with former Miss America Angela Perez Baraquio Grey, one of the Foo
family scholarship recipients who are now giving back to our
community as proud alumni.

What better way to nurture up-and-coming talent than a scholarship
that rewards excellence in their chosen field. Companies including
SSFM, DFS Hawaii, James A Hassett/Ernst & Young and Saltchuk
Resources are paving the way for current and prospective employees.

To many students, college seems simply unattainable—financially or
academically. Kalaeloa Partners, L.P. and the Kaneta Foundation are

Thanks to generous support from the Kaneta Foundation, 21 Hawai‘i students are enrolled in a new program at Kapi‘olani CC and receiving a
transformative college experience through the King William Charles Lunalilo Scholars Project.

opening the door for students who are eager to learn, helping them onto a career path beyond the

In academic year 2011-2012, the UH Foundation paid out more
than 3500 awards (scholarships, fellowships, awards, and grants)
to over 2800 students. Some students received multiple awards.
Over $10 million was awarded to students statewide
thanks to generous donors like you.
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barrier of minimum wage.

The Hawaii Food Industry Association Foundation, aka HFIA Rainbow Fever Program, is supporting
student-athletes at UH Mānoa and UH Hilo and providing educational opportunities through the
gateway of collegiate sports.
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with former Miss America,
UH alumna, founder of the Angela Perez
Baraquio Education Foundation and
scholarship recipient Angela Perez Baraquio Grey

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF
I am the eighth born of ten children. My parents were both immigrants
from the Philippines. I was the 2nd Miss Hawai‘i to win the title of Miss

L-R Top - Wendell, Deryck and Susan Foo
Bottom - Marisa Foo, Angela Baraquio and husband Tini Grey

America after Carolyn Sapp, and the first and only Asian Miss America
crowned to date, in the 91 years of the pageant’s history. I graduated
from UH Manoa
and have taught in Catholic schools for five years.

I’m married to my high school sweetheart Tini Grey. We have four
children and live in Southern California. I am a TV host/interviewer for

UH prepared me for success in life because I learned how to interact with

the Hawai‘i-based show “Living Local with the

all types of people and get a world-class education. This served me well as

Baraquios” with my sisters. My husband and I also

I traveled over 20,000 miles a month as Miss America 2001. My speech

own a California-based Polynesian entertainment

classes helped me in my work in the media and in front of live audiences.

company called Isle Entertainment, Inc.

I was well-equipped to give talks to students, parents, legislators, and
community members across the country.

HOW DID UH PREPARE YOU FOR SUCCESS?
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I received my B.Ed. in Elementary Education with

WHY DO YOU THINK PRIVATE SUPPORT IS IMPORTANT

an emphasis in Speech, and later earned my M.Ed. in
Educational Administration from UH Manoa.
My time

FOR UNIVERSITIES?

at UH was memorable and life changing. I met so

grants changed my life for the better and I will be forever grateful to all

many wonderful friends and professors, and learned

the donors for the opportunities that I have been given through their

things I probably never would have at any other

generosity. Education is the key to success. Those who selflessly give to

college. I greatly enjoyed being surrounded by an

universities in support of higher education are nurturing excellence in the

international student population. I’ll never forget my

scholarship recipients. Their kindness cannot be measured because their

hula class with Aunty Vicky Holt Takamine, which

involvement as a donor will always be a key factor in the students’

prepared me for my talent at Miss America.

success.

I truly believe that private support changes lives. Scholarships and
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Prominent Hilo obstetrician/gynecologist Dr. John K. Uohara is building on
his legacy in the community and funded an endowed scholarship for Vulcan
Athletics. The Uohara Family Endowed Excellence Scholarship in Women’s
Volleyball will support members of the women's volleyball team at UH Hilo
who demonstrate academic excellence off the court with a minimum 3.5 GPA.

Dr. John uohArA

Uohara launched the fund with a $20,000 gift, which UH Hilo has matched
dollar-for-dollar, thanks to a limited-time matching gift program made
possible by a donation from an anonymous donor.

Dr. Uohara has volunteered as team physician for the UH Hilo women’s
volleyball team since 1979. As the athletic department grew, Uohara extended
SSFM International, Inc. is supporting their employees’

his services to the women’s teams in cross country, tennis, softball, golf

academic pursuits to become outstanding engineers in our

and soccer.

community. Thanks to their generosity, SSFM employees, who

When Uohara was inducted into the Vulcan Athletic Hall of Fame and
celebrated for his longtime service to UH Hilo, he shared a moving story

are also full-time undergraduate students majoring in civil and
environmental engineering at the UH Manoa
College of
Engineering, can receive financial support from the SSFM

about the fulfillment of family dreams. He described his great-grandfather,

International, Inc. Scholarship Fund.

who had scant medical training but delivered babies on the sugar plantation,
and his grandfather, Shinichi Uohara, who had only a third grade education but
whose hope was to someday see a qualified doctor in the family. John Uohara
eventually fulfilled his grandfather's dream, becoming a member of the very
first graduating class of 1975 at the
John A. Burns School of Medicine at
UH Manoa.

By endowing a scholarship in

International accounting executive

his family name, Dr. Uohara is

James A. Hassett established the

perpetuating this legacy and helping

James A. Hassett/Ernst & Young

young people from other families to

Endowed Scholarship for

fulfill their dream of attaining a

Accounting Excellence with

higher education.

$60,000, and matching funds from
Ernst & Young LLC for a total of
$120,000. The funds will provide
scholarships to full-time students
majoring in accounting at the UH
Manoa
Shidler College of Business School of Accountancy. Hassett received
an MBA from the University of Chicago and a BBA in 1973 from the Shidler
College of Business. He was inducted into the Shidler Alumni Hall of

Uohara scholarship recipient Patricia Snel takes a flying shot!
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Honor in 2004.
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UH Manoa
alumni and global
citizens Chee Kwon Chun,
Sau Chun Wong Chun, and
their daughter Yen Chun

the Chun fAmily

endowed a scholarship for UH
Manoa
freshman students who are graduates of McKinley High School.

Roland Casamina,

The scholarship will benefit students enrolled in an undergraduate

founder and CEO of

degree in any area of study who demonstrate leadership, citizenship

House of Finance, Inc.

and service to the community. Chee Kwon and Sau Chun Wong Chun are

and founding president of the Filipino Community (FilCom)

both graduates of McKinley High School and the University of Hawai‘i.

Center, established an endowed scholarship at the UH Mānoa Shidler

While Chee Kwon passed away on December 27, 2010, three months

College of Business. The Roland Casamina and House of Finance, Inc.

short of his 100th birthday, his legacy will live on!

Endowed Scholarship will provide tuition support for undergraduate
business students who demonstrate leadership potential and a
commitment to community service.

Thanks to generous support from the Kaneta Foundation,
21 Hawai‘i students are enrolled in a new program at Kapi‘olani
Community College and receiving a transformative college
experience. Through the King William Charles Lunalilo Scholars
Project, students who had not previously considered higher
education a viable option due to financial or other barriers
participated in a summer bridge program and then a first year
experience program at Kapi‘olani CC.

DFS Hawaii, which opened its doors at Honolulu International Airport 50
years ago, celebrated its anniversary by giving back to nonprofits in our
community and supporting the University of Hawai‘i. DFS has endowed a
scholarship at the School of Travel Industry Management (TIM) at UH Mānoa
in Peter Fithian's name. Fithian, founder and owner of Greeters of Hawaii,
was instrumental in helping establish the first DFS (then Duty Free Shoppers)
store at Honolulu International Airport in 1962.
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For the third year in a row, the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation awarded the School of Nursing and Dental Hygiene
(SONDH) at UH Manoa
funds for scholarships through the New
Leeward Community
Careers in Nursing Program (NCIN). The focus of this award is
College students will
to support second career nurses from groups underrepresented
soon benefit from new
in nursing that are enrolled in accelerated degree programs.
scholarships thanks to
The NCIN Scholarship Program was launched in 2008 by the
Kalaeloa Partners, L.P.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) and the American Association of
The Kalaeloa Partners
Colleges of Nursing (AACN) to expand enrollment in accelerated degree
Scholarship will assist
programs in schools of nursing while increasing diversity in the nursing
part-time and full-time
workforce.
students who have
graduated from Kapolei High School, Campbell High School, Nanakuli
Scholarships like this are key to nurturing a well-educated, diverse nursing
High School, Waipahu High School or Waiʻanae High School.
workforce to provide quality care for our changing patient population.

The Schuler Family Foundation created
the Schuler Family Foundation Scholarship
at the University of Hawaiʻi - West Oʻahu.
This scholarship will increase access to
UHWO by providing support to high
school graduates of Campbell, Kapolei,
- akuli
Nan
and Waiʻanae High Schools who
wish to attain a quality university college
degree without having to leave their community or home.

The Shidler College of
Business at UH Manoa
received a gift of $120,000
from Saltchuk Resources,
through its Hawai‘i
companies to establish the
Young Brothers, Hawaiian
Tug & Barge, Maui
Petroleum, Hawaii
Petroleum, Minit Stop,
Aloha Air Cargo and

The Hawaii Food Industry Association Foundation aka

Saltchuk Resources Scholarship Fund for the Distance Learning EMBA

HFIA Rainbow Fever Program established the Hawai‘i Food

Program. The scholarships are supporting students in the 2012-14 Distance

Industry Association Vulcan Fever Athletic Scholarship

Learning Executive MBA program who are Hawaiʻi residents and live and

Endowment at UH Hilo with its gift of $92,072.60.

work on Kauaʻi, Maui, Molokaʻi, Lanaʻi or Hawaiʻi Island.

“This is an exciting and intensely impactful gift for Vulcan
Athletics,” said Dexter Irvin, University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo
director of Intercollegiate Athletics. “Scholarships for athletes
are key to motivating students, encouraging their success and
fueling recruitment efforts for the University, thus ensuring
we maintain a competitive position in the Pacific West Conference and the NCAA.
This is a wonderful example of a partnership and we hope others will join HFIA
and create new opportunities for students at the University.”

VAnCe roley, DeAn, shiDler College of Business
12
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THE UH FOUNDATION RECEIVES AND HOLDS ALL OF THE
contributions and donations that are made to AKA and
any of the booster clubs that support the UH Manoa
athletics programs. The Foundation has established
separate accounts for AKA and for each of the booster
clubs into which all donor contributions and donations
are deposited. All of the funds received by the
Foundation on behalf of AKA and each of the booster
clubs are assets of the Foundation and are reported by
the Foundation in its audited financial statements and
on its annual Form 990 filed with the IRS.

‘Ahahui Koa Ānuenue (AKA) is the designated
organization responsible for the coordination
and oversight of all fundraising activities that are
conducted to benefit and support the UH Mānoa
athletics programs. This includes, but is not limited to,
booster clubs, and the preferred seating program.
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AKA Fundraising Total for FY 2012
Excerpt from the AKA annual report
www.koaanuenue.org

Endowment Payouts
$129,640

Planned Gifts
Realized
$7,000

All Other
Programs
$1,162,000

Football
$1,034,000

9/15/12 - Photo taken at first time out, during the game against Lamar at the Aloha Stadium.
L-R: HFIA executive committee member Alan Nakamura; HFIA Executive Director Lauren
Zirbel; HFIA executive committee member Bonny Amemiya; Vincent Baldemor president of
Chancellor Tom Apple; and UH Foundation Vice President
‘Ahahui Koa Anuenue; UH Manoa
for Development Greg Willems

Ticketing and
Parking
$4,162,405

Total Raised:
$6,495,045

Thanks to an $875,000 planned gift, the UH Manoa
athletics department has
established three endowments; the Wahine Volleyball Program Endowment,
the Wahine Basketball Program Endowment and the Softball Program
Endowment.

The Hawaii Food Industry Association Foundation aka

These funds will be used to underwrite the costs of scholarships,

HFIA Rainbow Fever Program awarded $828,653.53 to fuel
athletic scholarships at UH Manoa.
This gift established the

recruitment or other administrative purposes as determined by the

Hawai‘i Food Industry Association Rainbow Fever Athletic
Scholarship Endowment at UH Manoa.

respective coaches, with the agreement of the athletics director.

My client decided
that making a planned
gift of this size is an
appropriate way to
celebrate 40 years of
Wahine Athletics. As
endowments, these
funds will provide
secure, ongoing funding
for the UHM Wahine
Athletics for years
to come.
Attorney thomAs mui Who
rePresents the Donor

For 40 years, our university and
Hawaiʻi have led the way in ensuring

The Rainbow Fever Program was an idea that was
introduced by the late Stan Sheriff and then executed
with resounding success by many supportive customers,
grocery and convenience retailers and food suppliers
across the state.

full opportunity for women to
participate and succeed in athletics
and academics. This generous gift
recognizes the success of these
programs and ensures support for
our future outstanding

Through an unprecedented industry effort, this
program raised over $2 million through the sale of
select products, and we feel fortunate to be in a
position to support UH student-athletes in attaining
their degrees.

student-athletes.

Bonny AmemiyA, immeDiAte PAst ChAir, hfiA founDAtion
16
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Programs and research that enrich our communities

BUILDING ON EXCELLENCE IN EARTH AND OCEAN SCIENCES, HEALTH
and wellness, and astronomy, the University of Hawai‘i is growing
research and community programs to improve the quality of life in
Hawai‘i and around the world. In support of an ambitious yet
attainable $1 billion UH System research agenda, progressive donors
are quickly demonstrating that this “little university in the Pacific”
can make big waves.

Concerned about our state’s limited resources, the Hauʻoli Mau Loa
Foundation is committed to developing Hawai‘i’s future leaders in
environmental management with their support of six graduate
assistantships for masters students pursuing degrees in conservation.

What kind of world do we want to live in? The Fred T. Korematsu
Chair In Law and Social Justice at the William S. Richardson School of
Law addresses matters of civil and human rights and social justice,
while the Uehiro Foundation on Ethics and Education of Tokyo, Japan,
is challenging educators, researchers and students to embrace the
elements of philosophical thinking that help us to define who we are
as human beings.
Image courtesy of ‘Imiloa Astronomy Center’s ‘Aukai ‘Imiloa youth program.

The Okeanos Foundation is supporting wayfinding and youth development programs at UH Hilo’s
‘Imiloa Astronomy Center of Hawai‘i. Programs like the ‘Aukai ‘Imiloa (Oceanic Explorers) program for
students between 8th and 12th grades inspire and engage tomorrow’s explorers in modern science,
technology, engineering and math.

20
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After the Dec. 7, 1941
attack on Pearl Harbor,
Fred Korematsu was one
of more than 120,000
innocent Japanese
Americans arrested and
relocated to internment
camps in the name of
national security.
Refusing relocation,
Korematsu was jailed, but
he challenged the "racial
exclusion" decision all
the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1944.

Professor Eric K. Yamamoto has been
serving our community and students
as the inaugural Fred T. Korematsu
Professor of Law and Social Justice at
the UH Manoa
William S. Richardson
The Okeanos Foundation and its founder Dieter Paulmann

School of Law. Yamamoto is an
award-winning author, advocate,
teacher, and legal scholar. He has been teaching at Richardson since 1985

development programs using traditional means of wayfinding

and is a nationally and internationally-recognized authority on issues of

and navigation to inspire and engage tomorrow’s explorers in
modern science, technology, engineering and math (STEM).

social justice, redress and reconciliation.

Their donation will support the continued growth and

The purpose of the Korematsu Professorship is to empower its holder to

He lost;
but 40 years later,
with the help of a team
of young attorneys that
included Eric Yamamoto,
he again challenged
the legality of his
incarceration — and,
by extension, the
detention of all
Japanese Americans.
The success of that
famous 1984 case
exonerated Korematsu
and set the stage for
reparations payments
and an official apology
from the American
government to those
incarcerated solely
because of their race
during World War II.

20
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are helping ʻImiloa Astronomy Center of Hawai‘i create youth

speak, write, and teach with special authority on matters of civil and human
rights and social justice; to train promising law students as collaborators on
academic and community-based social justice projects; to engage social
justice scholars and practitioners locally, nationally, and internationally;

advancement of ʻImiloa’s dynamic voyaging program for

youth in grades 8-12 called ʻAukai ʻImiloa (Oceanic Explorers).
The ocean-related immersion program focuses on wayfinding

and navigation through academic and experiential activities.
Centered on a theme of exploration, ʻAukai ʻImiloa gives

and to extend his or her social justice work and influence into new realms

students an opportunity to learn about navigation through

of intellectual and practical significance. It was launched with a generous

hands-on workshops, specialized training sessions, and

leadership gift from Sidney and Minnie Kosasa, founders of

sailing aboard deep-sea voyaging canoes.

ABC Stores in Hawaiʻi.

Fred Korematsu and the
Presidential Medal of Freedom,
1998.

Photo by Shirley Nakao, courtesy of the Korematsu Institute.
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The Uehiro Foundation on Ethics and Education of Tokyo, Japan
pledged $1.25 million to fund The University of Hawaiʻi at Manoa

Because of workforce
shortages, there is
a critical need to
educate the next
generation of
researchers preparing
to tackle the difficult
problem of producing
more food on less land
in a sustainable way,
using less water and
energy, to feed
a growing population.

The College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources (CTAHR),
at UH Manoa
received $500,000 from Monsanto Company to

Uehiro Academy for Philosophy and Ethics in Education. Located in the

establish the Monsanto Research Fellows Fund. The fund will assist

education that prepares, supports, and sustains educators,

College of Arts & Humanities, the Academy will support research and

graduate students pursuing a Masters or Ph.D. degree and post

researchers and students who are developing intellectually-safe

doctoral researchers at the College related to the study of plant

communities of inquiry in their classrooms and schools. The Academy

science and protection. The new fund enables eligible students to
enhance their educational and professional development through

will serve students and teachers from Hawaiʻi, the continental
U.S., Japan, and other international locations.

fellowship programs, including financial support for student
research and participation in national professional conferences.

This gift is part of the Monsanto Fellows in Plant Breeding Program,
designed to prepare students for successful careers in plant
breeding and encourage the development of future leaders in the
agricultural industry.

“The creation of the Uehiro Academy will greatly
enhance the work of Philosophy for Children Hawaiʻi. It
will expand to four the number of educators who will be
working full-time to extend the reach of P4C to more
schools and teachers in Hawaiʻi and abroad who have
shown great interest in this philosophical
approach to educational transformation.”
Dr. thomAs JACkson, exeCutiVe DireCtor, PhilosoPhy for ChilDren (P4C)
ProgrAm in the DePArtment of PhilosoPhy At uh mĀnoA
Waikiki Elementary School and Kailua High School are the major P4C

P4C Hawaiʻi is based
on the premise that
philosophy comes
naturally to children
who continually wonder
about the world, and
that the process of
philosophical inquiry
holds valuable lessons
for becoming good
thinkers.

implementation sites on Oʻahu that serve as Model Schools. During the Dalai
Lama’s April 2012 visit to Hawaiʻi, the world witnessed how the students have
embraced mindfulness and ethical questioning - elements that have been
integrated into their classroom experience through P4C.

The University of Hawai‘i Cancer Center received a $50,000 gift from
the Ladies Auxiliary to the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW). The
Ladies Auxiliary VFW was established in
1914 and has 520,000 members
throughout the United States, Germany,
Guam and Panama. The Ladies Auxiliary
VFW members serve U.S. veterans and our
communities in honor of the sacrifices and

The UH Cancer Center received an early 2011 Christmas present from Bank of

commitment made by all who have served

Hawaii employees who collectively raised more than $33,000 for the Center as

in uniform. The Hawaiʻi chapter of the

part of the bank's second annual Employee Giving Campaign.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW has nearly 450
members throughout the islands.
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The University of Hawai‘i Cancer Center and University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology (SOEST) have each received
The Hau‘oli Mau Loa Foundation pledged

$1.5 million from Denise B. Evans’ estate.
$324,560 to support UH students committed to
careers in conservation in Hawai‘i. Six students
pursuing masters degrees at the UH Manoa

The Denise B. Evans Fund for Oceanographic Research supports students conducting
oceanographic research and is administered by the Hawai‘i Institute of Geophysics

College of Tropical Agriculture and Human

and Planetology. This gift enables students to explore their full potential and research

Resources Department of Natural Resources &

interests, knowing that they have the financial independence to take them where the

Environmental Management (NREM) and UH

science leads. In addition, the awards will demonstrate the excellence of each

Hilo, Tropical Conservation Biology and

graduate student and this will benefit them as they pursue their research careers.

Environmental Science (TCBES) Program have

The first Denise B. Evans Fellowships in Oceanography have been awarded to:

been selected to receive these new graduate

• Ms. Yoshimi Rii (Oceanography Department) who received the two-year award

assistantships. This award, which includes a

• Ms. Alice Colman (Geology and Geophysics Department) who received the

tuition exemption, regular stipend and funds

one-year award

for professional development, will help

miChele CArBone, m.D., Ph.D.,
DireCtor, uh CAnCer Center

increase the number of qualified Hawaiʻi
students/ professionals pursuing
environmental resource management careers.

“This graduate
assistantship is helping
BriAn tAylor, DeAn, sChool of oCeAn AnD
eArth sCienCe AnD teChnology (soest)

me devote more time to
my research and
developing a thorough
master's thesis - without

UH Manoa
alumnus James L. Sarset is channeling his philanthropy to help make the
world safer. With his $100,000 gift, he established the James Sarset Endowed Fund for
Information and Computer Science at the UH Manoa
College of Natural Sciences
Department of Information and Computer Sciences (ICS). This fund will support the

having to worry about
earning enough money
to pay for school.”
~ Corie Yanger

department's work in cyber security and can also be used for other departmental
priorities.

“The James Sarset Endowed Fund allows the ICS department to significantly advance
cyber security knowledge and practice and serve as a learning laboratory and test bed
for investigations and applications related to the generation, organization, access,
preservation and secure use of digital information,” said Department of Information
and Computer Sciences chair Martha Crosby.

Corie is enrolled in the UH Hilo TCBES
program. Her goal is to become a teacher
and mentor for young people interested in
conservation, and to help facilitate
communication between scientists and the

Graduates with a cyber security background help reduce the damage of malicious
attacks and the fast spread of viruses, detecting and preventing intrusion using data

community so that conservation efforts
can move forward cooperatively.

mining, continuous authentication, secure coding and other state-of-the-art

Jim sArset
24
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Facilities for the Future

A UNIVERSITY IN CONSTANT MOTION REQUIRES FACILITIES TO MATCH.
Effective private and public partnerships are transforming
long-anticipated dreams into reality for students and faculty
throughout the University of Hawai‘i system.

On the Big Island of Hawai‘i, the Hawai‘i Community College Palamanui
Campus is a harbinger for the future. Thanks to a successful
collaboration between State, Federal and County governments and
Palamanui
LLC (a partnership between Hunt Companies and Charles R.
Schwab), this dynamic campus will soon be a magnet community
college for the west side of Hawai‘i Island and beyond.

In 1971, Sully Sullivan established the Mama Lau Cancer Research
Center at the University in memory of his mother-in-law. This
laboratory led to the development of what is today the University
of Hawai‘i Cancer Center. Just over four decades later, the Sullivan
Family's legacy continues to grow with a significant donation by
Joanna Lau Sullivan in support of the new state-of-the-art University
of Hawai‘i Cancer Center.

Recognizing that not all children on Hawai‘i Island have convenient

access to the cultural and dynamic programs at the ʻImiloa Astronomy Center of Hawaiʻi, the Gordon

and Betty Moore Foundation is helping the Center take these programs on the road in the form of a
high-tech interactive mobile science laboratory.
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In a significant step forward for the
planned Hawaiʻi Community College
Palamanui
campus, University of Hawaiʻi

Artist’s rendering of the future Palamanui
campus

The Gordon and Betty Moore

officials accepted a ceremonial check for
$9.68 million from Palamanui
LLC in

Foundation awarded $1.1

January 2012 to begin construction on

million to ʻImiloa Astronomy
Center of Hawaiʻi to take its

the first phase of the campus.

science education programs on
the road via a mobile science

The Palamanui
campus, which will be an extension of Hawai‘i Community

laboratory. The grant will be

College, will be the 11th permanent campus of the University of Hawai‘i System,

used to design and construct the

and is expected to open its doors to students in the fall of 2014.

mobile science unit; develop
curriculum, training and staffing plans; transport and operate the lab in

“This new campus is a powerful example of the university’s efforts to bring

communities across Hawaiʻi Island; and evaluate the project’s effectiveness.

higher education and access to a college degree to underserved areas,” said UH

By focusing on hands-on science education, ʻImiloa’s new state-of-the-art mobile

System President Greenwood. “We are absolutely committed to doing that as part
of the university’s mission. The new Hawaiʻi Community College Palamanui

learning platform will build the center’s capacity to engage and inspire young

campus will provide educational pathways to a better future not just to Hawaiʻi

people in the fields of science, technology, engineering and math (STEM), and

Island residents, but to the residents of the entire state.”

provide an environment where they can immerse themselves in interactive
science experiences that allow them to play, investigate and experiment.

Philanthropist
and University
of Hawaiʻi supporter
The Harold K.L.

Joanna Lau Sullivan
Castle Foundation

made a $3 million
awarded UH Maui

pledge to the
College’s Institute of

University of Hawaiʻi
Hawaiian Music (IHM)

Cancer Center to help
$200,000 as part of a

build, furnish and maintain its new state-of-the-art research building scheduled to
challenge grant. This is

open in early 2013. In recognition of her generosity, the Center will name its new
conference center the Sullivan Conference Center. In 2011 Mrs. Sullivan made
another major gift to the Cancer Center that was combined with a gift from her late
husband, Maurice J. “Sully” Sullivan, to create the J and M Sullivan Cancer Fund.

a 1:1 challenge grant.
HKL Castle Foundation
funds will be used for

With the help of
this grant, students
participating in the
Institute of
Hawaiian Music will
be mentored by
Hawaiian music
masters, take classes
in Hawaiian culture
and language, and
professionally
record their music
for release.

studio renovation and
audio equipment.

Joanna Sullivan’s husband, “Sully” Sullivan, was a successful entrepreneur and
legendary philanthropist who founded the Foodland grocery store chain with
Joanna and her family in 1948. A prominent community leader, he recognized the
importance of the University of Hawaiʻi and supported a range of its programs.

Students will gain skills and demonstrate a capstone project in performance,
recording technology, marketing and retail areas of the Hawaiian music
industry. This special gift honors HKL Castle’s grandson, John Baldwin and his
love of Hawaiian music.

Sullivan also served as a UH Foundation trustee from 1978 to 1984.
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Faculty and staff build on their
educational
legacies
Whether faculty
and staff are still
teaching, conducting
research and working
within the UH System
or have retired, many
choose to enhance
their academic
contributions
through
their giving.
Last Fall the UH Foundation hosted the first annual luncheon honoring retired faculty donors and their spouses at the Oahu Country Club.
Because of what these retirees have given throughout their careers, their philanthropic support is all the more generous and touching. Some
faculty members have been providing annual support to UH for more than 40 years and others have sold their homes and used a portion of
the proceeds to endow research in their fields of study or endowed scholarships for students following in their footsteps.
The focus of their philanthropy at UH is as diverse as their fields of expertise yet each of their gifts illustrate their passion for public
higher education.

HERE ARE JUST A FEW STORIES ABOUT MEMBERS
of our UH ‘ohana who are partnering with the Foundation
to build on their educational legacy.
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The Center for Philippine Studies at UH Mānoa
celebrated Dr. Aquino and the Belinda A. Aquino
International Philippine Studies endowment. This
fund will promote and enhance academic and
professional studies on the Philippines and
Filipinos from an international, comparative,
cross-cultural and interdisciplinary perspective.

Belinda Aquino, MA 1965 Political Science,
University of Hawai‘i and Ph.D. 1974 Political Science, Cornell, is an
internationally recognized expert on contemporary Philippine society,
politics and culture. Currently she serves as a professor emeritus at the
School of Pacific and Asian Studies where she was professor of Political
Science and Asian Studies, as well as longtime director of the Center for

CynthiA ning, AssoCiAte DireCtor, Center for Chinese stuDies
At uh mĀnoA, AnD u.s. DireCtor, ConfuCius institute

Philippine Studies.

Dr. Ching Yuan (C.Y.) and Ming Ming (Ming) Hu established an
Since joining the John A. Burns School of
endowment to provide funding for international student exchange
Medicine (JABSOM) as dean in March 2008, Dean
opportunities. Their charitable trust was celebrated in 2011.
Jerris Hedges has led by example in building a
culture of philanthropy within the medical school
The Ching Yuan and Ming Ming Hu Student Exchange Endowment will
among his faculty and staff through a successful
support undergraduate and graduate students from China, Taiwan or Hong
internal giving campaign, now in its fifth year. In
Kong who are pursuing studies in the agriculture field. The exchange will
addition, JABSOM conducts an annual medical
student calling campaign to MD alumni. Dean

offer international students an opportunity to interact with faculty and
College of Tropical Agriculture and Human
students at the UH Manoa

Hedges focuses consistently on finding win-win
Resources (CTAHR),
solutions with the school’s hospital teaching
and learn about the
partners and on engaging alumni and the broader
unique agricultural
community in supporting the medical school.
environment Hawaiʻi
offers and new
developments in the
industry.

Jerris heDges, Donor AnD DeAn, John A. Burns sChool of meDiCine
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Kathleen Jaycox established two endowments with a deferred gift to
encourage and reward students who are taking and/or have just completed

Other gifts to UH from
faculty and staff include

remedial math and English courses at Honolulu CC or Windward CC. These
student success funds may be used for scholarships for costs associated with

Donors

gift DesignAteD to suPPort

college attendance and other related expenses such as bus passes, childcare,
awards to reward successful completion in these courses, and/or to pay
mentors to teach and encourage fellow students.

The Thomas D. Burke Endowed
Scholarship was established in memory

Mr. & Mrs. Keith
& Bonnie Amemiya

UH Mānoa Athletics

Dr. Tom Humphreys

Institute for Biogenesis Research
Training Fund, JABSOM

Mr. Dale Kuhnley
& Dr. Karen Kosasa

Museum Studies Graduate
Certificate Program, UH Mānoa

Dr. John Madey

Gift in kind to Natural Sciences,
UH Mānoa

Dr. & Mrs. Robert Nichols

Molecular Mechanisms in
Neurodegenerative Disorders
Research Fund, Department of Cell
and Molecular Biology

Dr. Cynthia Y. Ning

Chung Fong and Grace Ning
Fund provides unrestricted
support for the Center for Chinese
Studies, UH Mānoa

Drs. D. Venu & D. Vijaya Reddy

Reddy Pediatric Medical
Education Fund, JABSOM

of Thomas Burke, by friends, family
and Tom’s wife Jerilyn Burke. This
scholarship will support Kapi‘olani CC
students who are pursuing a degree or
certificate in the Travel and Tourism or
Hotel and Restaurant Operations degree
programs. It will also support students
taking pre-Travel Industry Management
courses who intend to transfer to the School of Travel Industry Management at
UH Manoa.

Tom Burke enjoyed a long and successful career in the hospitality industry.
He worked with Outrigger Hotels for 32 years, ultimately serving as the Vice
President of Operations. In 1999, Tom was responsible for the successful
launch of the new brand and strategic direction and operations of the 15
Waikiki hotels that comprise the OHANA group.

AVi soifer,
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Financial Report
funds raised by source

[dollars spent]

in 000s

[balance sheet]

2012
DISTRIBUTIONS TO UH
Student Aid & Services
Special Projects & Other
Academic Support
Research
Athletics
Faculty & Staff Support
Capital Projects
Extension & Public Services
TOTAL PROGRAM SERVICES

$9,172
7,851
5,653
4,057
3,539
2,149
1,403
1,186

$35,010

SUPPORT SERVICES
Management & Fiscal Services
$3,405
Development
6,818
TOTAL SUPPORTING SERVICES $10,223
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$45,233

2012
ASSETS
Cash & Equivalents
Contributions Receivable
Investments
Interest in Trusts Held by Others
Property & Equipment
Other Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Liabilities of Split-Interest Agreements
Amounts Held for Others
Accounts Payable
Other Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
Unrestricted
Temporarily Restricted
Permanently Restricted
TOTAL NET ASSETS
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
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in 000s

$11,065
22,807
283,398
14,031
2,252
2,910

SOURCE
Alumni
Parents
Faculty & Staff
Students
Other Individuals
Corporations
Foundations
Other

RAISED
$15,440,818
354,952
1,268,293
5,108
19,383,610
13,140,733
13,355,785
3,906,511
$66,855,810

(7/1/2011 - 6/30/2012)

2 0 12

university of hawai‘i foundation

Other
$3,906,511

$336,463

$6,209
2,462
2,649
452

$11,772

Parents
$354,952
Foundations
$13,355,785

Alumni
$15,440,818
Faculty & Staff
$1,268,293

($3,483)
143,106
185,068

$324,691
$336,463

Students
$5,108
Corporations
$13,140,733

Other Individuals
$19,383,610
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funds raised by purpose
SOURCE
Faculty & Academic Support
Student Aid
Special Programs
Chairs & Professorships
Research
Program Enrichment
Property, Buildings & Equipment
Athletic Program Support
Other
Libraries
Public Service & Extension

(7/1/2011 - 6/30/2012)

RAISED
$11,612,466
16,990,342
5,665,518
1,736,465
8,455,906
5,156,125
10,466,744
5,599,302
507,805
315,305
349,833
$66,855,810

July 1, 2011 ~ June 30, 2012

Board of Trustees
Douglas Inouye, Ex-officio
Joseph J. Kim
James P. Lally
Eric K. Martinson, Ex-officio
Carol Ai May
T. Michael May
Duk Hee Murabayashi
Mark Polivka, Ex-officio
Judith D. Pyle
Gerald A. Sumida
Lawrence J. Taff
Michael Tresler
Arthur A. Ushijima
Donna Vuchinich, Ex-officio
Richard F. Wacker
Lance K. Wilhelm
Artie L. Wilson
C. Scott Wo

J. Kuhio Asam
Chairperson

Beatrice K. Dawson
Vice Chair

Robert P. Hiam
Vice Chair

Mary E. Sellers
Other
$507,805

Treasurer

Libraries
$315,305

Athletic Program Support
$5,599,302

Jeffrey D. Lau

Public Service
& Extension
$349,833

Faculty &
Academic
Support
$11,612,466
Property,
Buildings &
Equipment
$10,466,744

Secretary

Alan K. Arakawa
Stanford S. Carr
Bruce A. Coppa
Marivic Dar
Brandt G. Farias
M.R.C. Greenwood, Ex-officio
Ronald N. S. Ho
Stuart T. K. Ho
Elizabeth Hokada

Investment Committee
Student Aid
$16,990,342

Program enrichment
$5,156,125
Research
$8,455,906

C. Scott Wo, Chair
Beatrice K. Dawson
Robert P. Hiam

Stuart T. K. Ho
Elizabeth Hokada
James P. Lally

T. Michael May
Arthur J. Ushijima
Richard F. Wacker

Executive Staff
Donna J. Vuchinich, President & CEO
Bill King, Vice President for Administration & CFO
Chairs & Professorships
$1,736,465

Special Programs
$5,665,518

Janet Yoshida Bullard, Vice President of Marketing & Communications - Alumni & Donor Relations
Greg Willems, Vice President of Development

2444 Dole Street • Bachman Hall 105 • Honolulu, HI 96822
Tel: 808-956-8849 • Toll Free: 1-866-UH-OHANA (846-4262) • Fax: 808-956-5115 • webinquiry@uhfoundation.org

www.uhfoundation.org
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Our University.
Our Hawai‘i. Our Future.
The light of knowledge at the University of Hawai‘i
shines brightly because of your generosity. Your
passion is the fuel. Your vision is the flame.
Your gifts to our 10 campuses will illuminate the future
in ways that cannot be predicted nor even imagined.
How can you anticipate the value of cancer research, or
put a price on conservation? How do you quantify an
inspiring teacher, or score an athlete who wins in life?
Your gifts are beyond measure because there are no
limits to the positive benefits that they reap.
On behalf of our University, our Hawai‘i and our
future,

mahalo

for

planting

the

trees

of

knowledge that will one day bring shade to the
generations that follow.

Mahalo
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